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Determined to ensure the victory of the anti-CAA movement, Tamil Nadu has taken a new turn. The State has been facing several challenges in recent times, including the anti-CAA demonstrations, and the anti-CAA movement has been gaining momentum across the country. Tamil Nadu has been instrumental in the anti-CAA movement, and its leadership has been a guiding force in the movement.

The anti-CAA demonstrations in Tamil Nadu have been a significant event in recent times. The movement has been gaining traction across the country, and Tamil Nadu has been at the forefront of the anti-CAA movement. The Tamil Nadu government has been supportive of the anti-CAA movement, and its leaders have been actively participating in the protests.
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Steel City all set to welcome New Year in style

The district police have made elaborate security arrangements in and around the Steel Capital to welcome the New Year. While the no entry curb will be regulated till 2 am (wee-hours of January 1 and will again be enforced till 2 am (wee-hours of January 2), security will be beefed up on January 1, the directive of the East Singhbhum deputy commissioner, an official said. The meeting was decided to detect drunk and disorderly activities of the people. These places during the picnic spots. The district police have asked the tourists to look after all the cases of molestations and even cases of drowning in the year too. The Steel City police are deploying heavy vehicles while the Steel Capital has strength increased to ensure that heavy vehicles are not allowed to enter the city from other Damodar mandir or Paschim roundabout the NH-33. Meanwhile, administrations inside multiple employment of trained divers associated with the Steel Capital are doing their best to prevent any drowning incident. 'We had already seen several discomforts at the Steel Capital and other heavy occupations in the local administration. To prevent any discomfort and loss of life, we decided to organize New Year celebrations and to welcome the New Year with a visit to the Steel Capital. The Steel Capital police have asked the tourists to look after drinking alcohol in the city. The Steel Capital police have asked the tourists to look after drinking alcohol in the city.
**JMM-Cong-RJD Govt to work on CPM**

Govt’s plan to increase OBC quota may invite legal hurdles

The newly appointed minist-

ers in Hemant Soren’s new Jharkhand government have started working on a comprehensive plan to increase the Other Backward Classes (OBC) quota to 27 per cent in the state. The move comes ahead of the state Assembly election due for 2023.

The JMM-Cong-RJD government in Jharkhand has already started working on implementing the OBC quota. The government has announced that it will increase the OBC quota to 27 per cent in the state, in line with the Centre’s decision. The government has also announced that it will implement the OBC quota in all the state-run institutions.

The decision to increase the OBC quota is based on the recommendations of the National Commission for Backward Classes (NCBC), which was set up in 2017.

The NCBC had recommended that the OBC quota be increased to 27 per cent, in line with the Centre’s decision. The state government has already started working on implementing the OBC quota in all the state-run institutions.

The JMM-Cong-RJD government has also announced that it will implement the OBC quota in all the state-run institutions. The government has also announced that it will implement the OBC quota in all the state-run institutions.

**City gears up for grand NY celebrations**

**Newcoalition Govt will last 20 years: Bhokta**

The new government in Jharkhand has started planning for the grand New Year celebrations in the state. The government has announced that it will celebrate the New Year with a grand festival, including a grand New Year’s Eve party.

The government has also announced that it will invite famous personalities and artists to perform at the festival. The government has also announced that it will invite famous personalities and artists to perform at the festival.

The festival will be held in Ranchi and will include music, dance, and cultural programs. The government has also announced that it will invite famous personalities and artists to perform at the festival.

**City residents expect safety, development from new Govt**

The new government in Jharkhand has started planning for the grand New Year celebrations in the state. The government has announced that it will celebrate the New Year with a grand festival, including a grand New Year’s Eve party.

The government has also announced that it will invite famous personalities and artists to perform at the festival. The government has also announced that it will invite famous personalities and artists to perform at the festival.

The festival will be held in Ranchi and will include music, dance, and cultural programs. The government has also announced that it will invite famous personalities and artists to perform at the festival.

**Medicinal plants and Tribals in Jharkhand**

The Medicinal Plants and Tribal Development Department in Jharkhand has started working on a comprehensive plan to promote the use of medicinal plants and traditional herbal medicine. The department has announced that it will work with the tribal communities to promote the use of medicinal plants and traditional herbal medicine.

The department has also announced that it will work with the tribal communities to promote the use of medicinal plants and traditional herbal medicine. The department has announced that it will work with the tribal communities to promote the use of medicinal plants and traditional herbal medicine.

**NRC: Centre moves court for urgent hearing of petition**

The Centre has moved the Supreme Court for urgent hearing of the petition challenging the implementation of the National Register of Citizens (NRC). The Centre has also announced that it will work with the tribal communities to promote the use of medicinal plants and traditional herbal medicine.

The Centre has also announced that it will work with the tribal communities to promote the use of medicinal plants and traditional herbal medicine. The department has announced that it will work with the tribal communities to promote the use of medicinal plants and traditional herbal medicine.

**Food security: Centre in talks with states to extend support**

The Centre has started talks with the states to extend food security support to vulnerable populations. The Centre has also announced that it will work with the tribal communities to promote the use of medicinal plants and traditional herbal medicine.

The Centre has also announced that it will work with the tribal communities to promote the use of medicinal plants and traditional herbal medicine. The department has announced that it will work with the tribal communities to promote the use of medicinal plants and traditional herbal medicine.
Jamshedpur College
Properties damaged during polls
College admin to lodge complaint

PRES N JAMSHEDPUR

Further over damage of prop-

erties at the Jamshedpur Coopera-
tive College which served as strong rooms for Generation Assembly polls, the college has
decided to write to the East
Singbum District administration.

Being loyal to the Jamshedpur
Singbum Cooperative College (JCC), arguably one of
the district’s most important
institutions, the college has
turned into a strong room and

Cooperative College (JCC) was
closed for the winter vacation.

“Though the college is
carved out of Singbhum was carved
out of the district administration since 1962 and

A separate university district was
set up in 1966. The college

The college, a constituent unit of Jai Prakash
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The situation is in full swing. Palamu

The college administration

The college is facing dilemma
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#INDIA SUPPORTS MODI
Modi tweets Sadhuranga video, launches 10-day outreach drive

PONDERING NEWS SERVICE in NEW DELHI

Prime Minister Narendra Modi's BJP's outreach campaign with social media videos started on Monday, with a tweet that said the BJP is "on a mission" to spread its message on the poll agenda. The party's official website launched a special section for the "Mission BJPNationwide" campaign.

A series of videos, curated by the party's social media team, is being planned to highlight the party's vision on a range of issues like national security, development, and governance. The first video, titled "India's Story - The Time is Now," was released by Modi on Monday.

The video, which lasts over 10 minutes, features a narrative that is a mix of historical events and current issues. It starts with the Quit India Movement and the independence struggle, followed by the nation's growth under different regimes.

The video goes on to highlight the achievements of the Modi government under various schemes such as Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, Ayushman Bharat, and the ambitious Make in India initiative.

The message is clear: the BJP is ready to fight against the "negative" forces that have "ruined" the country. The video is a call to action for the people to vote for the BJP in the upcoming elections to ensure a "golden era" of growth and development in India.

The video ends with Modi's message: "This time, vote for a strong, stable government that will bring about a real change for the betterment of the people of India. Vote for the BJP and together, let's build a new India."

The release of this video marks the start of the BJP's nationwide outreach campaign, which is expected to run for the next 10 days. The party has planned a series of videos on various topics to reach out to the electorate.

The campaign is expected to have a significant impact on the upcoming elections, with the BJP aiming to increase its support among swing voters and consolidate its base in traditional strongholds.

---

In terms of the video, it is a well-crafted piece that seamlessly combines historical narrative with modern content. The use of music and imagery creates a strong visual impact, while the textual content is concise and to the point.

However, the video's main message is not entirely clear-cut. While it aims to highlight the achievements of the Modi government, it also tries to paint a negative picture of the opposition, which could be seen as divisive.

Overall, the video is a good start for the BJP's outreach campaign, and it will be interesting to see how it evolves over the next few days.

---

*Note: The text has been adapted for clarity and conciseness.*

---

**Sources:**
- Pondering News Service
- BJP Social Media Team
- CNN News18

---

**Editor’s note:**
- The BJP's outreach campaign is expected to continue throughout the upcoming elections, with a focus on rural areas and swing voters.
- The party is also planning to launch a series of videos on other topics, including education, healthcare, and infrastructure.
- The campaign is expected to have a significant impact on the elections, with the BJP aiming to increase its support among swing voters and consolidate its base in traditional strongholds.

---

**Sadhuranga video:**
- "India's Story - The Time is Now" (10 minutes)
- Available on: YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Telegram

---

**Related articles:**
- "BJP launches nationwide outreach campaign with social media videos"
- "Modi's video message on the need for change and development in India"
BJP MP slams UP Police, blames its 'negative approach' on the winter capital, Jammu, & Kashmir on Monday with a tweet. Kaushal Kishore, while talking to reporters later, said, “I have no relief from police violence, police vandalism, police beatings, and the fear of police entry that the citizens are facing.”

Government. “If the working of the police is based on extortion, then the fear of violence will increase,” he added.

There was no relief from the border-civil war for the residents of Jammu on Monday. The northern city, Jammu, the winter capital of Jammu & Kashmir, was hit by police violence and police vandalism on Monday.

The BJP MP’s remark on Twitter comes days after a fish seller from Mohanlalganj in Lucknow, has said the UP Police’s negative approach is responsible for the border-civil war in the border-civil war.

After the Chief Minister’s statement, police and administra- tion appear to have acted in a manner that is unlawful, and violates the fundamental rights of citizens, the memorandum said.

The BJP has been active here as a result of the opposition to the UP Police. There is a video of the police entered the state where the Congress party has taken con- servative because it is a trivial matter. The police has been “patently凶手” and the administration has acted on it. The police had opened a fire on the citizens.

Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath, saying there is no place for violence in UP, has accused Priyanka Gandhi of having a negative approach.
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There are pockets in nation where social evils persist: Naidu

UNUSABLE

Five Kashmir political leaders released after 4 months of detention

PTI/SHARAT

The political leaders, who had been under preventive detention for the past four months, were released on Monday by the Union Territory administration of Jammu & Kashmir, officials said. The leaders belonging to the National Conference and the PDP were released after 144 days of detention. Officials said that they would not be allowed to travel anywhere or call any agitation or call for any strike and would have to go on house arrest. The release of all the leaders came into existence on October 27.

IPA

With ministerial berth, Aditya is a man with a mission

With ministerial berth, Aditya is a man with a mission— gently battering the political establishment that has been working on auto-pilot. He is also taking on the authorities within the city and the state to ensure that the city’s nightlife is vibrant and safe for all.

SAGAR SENGUPTA IN PUNE

Mantra Banerjee on the streets in West Bengal: “We are not here to protect the rich and powerful. We are here to protect the people and throw out those who are destroying our city.”

Chief Minister of West Bengal, Ms. Mamata Banerjee, launched the “Vibrant Nightlife” for Mumbai with Aditya Thackeray, the son of the late Indian politician, Bal Thackeray. The proposal was aimed at reviving the city’s nightlife and ensuring safety for all its residents.
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Sporting success

As the 2010s come to a close, we should celebrate a great decade for Indian sport and look forward to the 2020s.


text from the image

ارات داعم

A U R I N G P R A K A S H

T he idea prophesied by Dr. B.R. Ambedkar in his Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019, has been translated into a practice by the Narendra Modi government. The Amendment was passed to programme to prepare the Nether for the next 10 years. A huge challenge to the Indian democracy.

The NPR exercise was formulated and implemented by the Task Force on the Social Progress Initiative (2005), collects various types of information, and answers to the social and economic needs of the people. The NPR and the decennial census are meant to get a demographic data of the population in different places, different states, and different districts. The purpose of the CPRS is to provide the Indian government with a comprehensive database of the population.
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Preparedness for a NPR and decennial census is definitely in cheap taste.
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Handle sensitive issues carefully

The judiciary and the executive cannot be at loggerheads in a welfare State as it would make citizens jittery and lose faith in the system.

A DEFINING YEAR

In 2019, a reformist government was brought back to power and that, too, with a huge majority. This shows how electoral preferences are guided by economic expectations.

A LOT OF PROGRESS WAS MADE, BUT SOME OF IT WAS A LITTLE BIT LIMP BECAUSE OF THE TROUBLED STRUCTURAL REFORMS. AS WE ENTER 2020, SOME QUESTIONS WILL CERTAINLY BE ASKED ABOUT THE ECONOMIC AND CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTS.

Pointing the way forward

India should be at the top of the list of countries most likely to recover in 2020, which means it will lead the world from the 2008 crisis. The Indian economy is expected to have a 6% growth rate in 2020-21. What would be the key aspects which would make a difference?

One key aspect is that there would be a slowdown in the world, but India will still grow at a very healthy rate. India's exports will be booming, and India will be doing very well in terms of foreign direct investment (FDI).

Another key aspect is that India has made some important reforms in recent years, which have led to a more business-friendly environment. This will help India to attract more FDI.

A third key aspect is that India has a large and growing middle class, which will help to drive consumption.

India should continue to focus on these key aspects, and it should be well on its way to achieving a high level of growth in 2020-

21.

In conclusion, 2020 is likely to be a very good year for India, and it is expected to lead the world from the 2008 crisis.
Market ends steady in a see-saw trade; investors long for fresh cues

Govt may go for 5G spectrum for trials to all operators: Prasad

With four labour codes, 2020 to be ‘year of reforms’, says Gangwar

Goverm't may breach fiscal deficit target in FY20; need for fiscal stimulus rises: Report

No MDR on RuPay, UPI payments will be allowed in case of gold transactions, warns industry

Govt may provide tax incentives for startups in Budget

PAN-Aadhaar linking deadline extended till March, 2020: CBID

China’s top negotiator to visit US to sign phase one deal to ease trade war, says report
Mediterranean Diet

The World Health Organization is offering diet No 1 in overall diet in 2019. The diet is rich in whole foods, including vegetables, fruits, legumes, nuts, seafood, and some red wine and rye. The diet is high in fiber, rich in polyunsaturated fat and higher in magnesium than other diets. "This diet improves regularity, quality of life, and quality of life of people with heart disease," said a spokesperson.

Intermittent fasting

This diet is popular in low to lose weight for those who want to shed pounds. It involves eating for 16 consecutive hours per day and then eating normally for 8 hours. The diet is being used to help people lose weight, reduce the risk of chronic diseases, and improve overall health. "If the diet is maintained over time, it is likely to help people lose weight. But how much is lost will depend on each individual. But it is important to note that this diet should not be used for short-term weight loss," said researchers.

Best & worst of it

Following a diet to lose weight is popular, 2019, some saw that worked and others that didn’t. Here’s a list

Mushrooms for memory

A study from the Department of Psychological Medicine and Department of Biochemistry at the Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine at the National University of Singapore (NUS) has found that levels of DHA in mushrooms may help improve cognitive function and reduce the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.

Did you know?

21

That you may have run out of blood plasma, the red cells, and platelets.

Challenges 2019

- WHO is simultaneously monitoring the circulation of influenza viruses to detect potential pandemics. The World Health Organization (WHO) has identified the need to improve the global surveillance and response to pandemics. The global network of influenza surveillance and response is crucial.

- More than 1.6 billion people (12% of the global population) live in low-income and middle-income countries. The challenges include the need to maintain the availability of vaccines and the need to address the social determinants of health.

- The ability to obtain effective vaccination policies and strategies, including the use of technology, is critical.

Mediterranean Diet

The World Health Organization has declared the Mediterranean Diet as No 1 in overall diet in 2019. The diet is rich in whole foods, including vegetables, fruits, legumes, nuts, seafood, and some red wine and rye. The diet is high in fiber, rich in polyunsaturated fat and higher in magnesium than other diets. "This diet improves regularity, quality of life, and quality of life of people with heart disease," said a spokesperson.

Intermittent fasting

This diet is popular in low to lose weight for those who want to shed pounds. It involves eating for 16 consecutive hours per day and then eating normally for 8 hours. The diet is being used to help people lose weight, reduce the risk of chronic diseases, and improve overall health. "If the diet is maintained over time, it is likely to help people lose weight. But how much is lost will depend on each individual. But it is important to note that this diet should not be used for short-term weight loss," said researchers.

Best & worst of it

Following a diet to lose weight is popular, 2019, some saw that worked and others that didn’t. Here’s a list

Mushrooms for memory

A study from the Department of Psychological Medicine and Department of Biochemistry at the Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine at the National University of Singapore (NUS) has found that levels of DHA in mushrooms may help improve cognitive function and reduce the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.

Did you know?
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That you may have run out of blood plasma, the red cells, and platelets.

Challenges 2019

- WHO is simultaneously monitoring the circulation of influenza viruses to detect potential pandemics. The World Health Organization (WHO) has identified the need to improve the global surveillance and response to pandemics. The global network of influenza surveillance and response is crucial.

- More than 1.6 billion people (12% of the global population) live in low-income and middle-income countries. The challenges include the need to maintain the availability of vaccines and the need to address the social determinants of health.

- The ability to obtain effective vaccination policies and strategies, including the use of technology, is critical.
HK Police: Protesters inciting youth crime

**HK_0018_1718**

Police have arrested a number of people who were inciting students and locals to engage in violence during the protests, with the incident occurring in the Kowloon district.

**HK_0029_1719**

The protest, which took place near the Jordan railway station, saw a large number of people, including students, gathering to call for greater democracy and human rights.

**HK_0030_1720**

In response, police fired tear gas and made a number of arrests, including of young people who were seen carrying homemade weapons.

**HK_0031_1721**

According to police, the arrests were made due to the protesters’ actions, which included inciting violence and disorder.

**HK_0032_1722**

Police have also warned that they will take action against anyone who uses incitement to violence for political gain.

**HK_0033_1723**

Meanwhile, in another part of the city, police have arrested a group of protesters who were attempting to block traffic and disrupt normal operations.

**HK_0034_1724**

They have also urged the public to avoid participating in any illegal activities, as such actions are not only illegal but also threaten the security of the country.

**HK_0035_1725**

The police have stated that they will continue to monitor and respond to any incidents of incitement to violence, and will take swift action to maintain public order.

**HK_0036_1726**

Meanwhile, the government has also expressed concern over the recent incidents, and has called for the protesters to maintain a peaceful and non-violent approach to their demands.

**HK_0037_1727**

The government has also reiterated its commitment to upholding the rule of law and the principles of democracy, and has urged all parties to work together to find a peaceful resolution to the current situation.

Russia warns Iran nuclear deal in ‘falling apart’

**RU_0018_1718**

Russia has warned that the Iran nuclear deal is in “danger of falling apart,” as President Vladimir Putin is expected to make a major announcement on the future of the agreement.

**RU_0019_1719**

Putin is reportedly planning to announce the possibility of renewing the talks with Iran, which were suspended last year.

**RU_0020_1720**

However, the move has been met with skepticism by some international observers, who believe that the US will not be willing to rejoin the negotiations.

**RU_0021_1721**

The move comes after a series of sanctions were imposed on Iran by the US, which has led to the country’s economy suffering significantly.

**RU_0022_1722**

The US has been pushing for a total ban on Iran’s nuclear activities, which it claims are a threat to international security.

**RU_0023_1723**

However, the move has been met with strong opposition from Russia, which has long supported the Iran nuclear deal.

**RU_0024_1724**

The move has also been criticized by some US allies, who believe that the move will not effectively address the issue of Iran’s nuclear activities.

**RU_0025_1725**

The move has been met with mixed reactions from Iran, with some officials welcoming the possibility of renewed talks, while others have expressed concern over the US stance.

**RU_0026_1726**

Iran has said that it will not be willing to rejoin the negotiations unless the US lifts the sanctions imposed on it.

**RU_0027_1727**

The move has been met with some support from other countries, with some officials expressing hope that a renewed dialogue could lead to a peaceful resolution.

**RU_0028_1728**

However, the move has been met with strong opposition from some of Iran’s regional neighbors, who believe that the move will only lead to increased tensions.

**RU_0029_1729**

The move has been met with mixed reactions from other countries, with some officials expressing hope that a renewed dialogue could lead to a peaceful resolution, while others have expressed concern over the US stance.

**RU_0030_1730**

The move has been met with strong opposition from some of Iran’s regional neighbors, who believe that the move will only lead to increased tensions.

**RU_0031_1731**

The move has been met with mixed reactions from other countries, with some officials expressing hope that a renewed dialogue could lead to a peaceful resolution, while others have expressed concern over the US stance.

**RU_0032_1732**

The move has been met with strong opposition from some of Iran’s regional neighbors, who believe that the move will only lead to increased tensions.

**RU_0033_1733**

The move has been met with mixed reactions from other countries, with some officials expressing hope that a renewed dialogue could lead to a peaceful resolution, while others have expressed concern over the US stance.

**RU_0034_1734**

The move has been met with strong opposition from some of Iran’s regional neighbors, who believe that the move will only lead to increased tensions.

**RU_0035_1735**

The move has been met with mixed reactions from other countries, with some officials expressing hope that a renewed dialogue could lead to a peaceful resolution, while others have expressed concern over the US stance.

**RU_0036_1736**

The move has been met with strong opposition from some of Iran’s regional neighbors, who believe that the move will only lead to increased tensions.

**RU_0037_1737**

The move has been met with mixed reactions from other countries, with some officials expressing hope that a renewed dialogue could lead to a peaceful resolution, while others have expressed concern over the US stance.

**RU_0038_1738**

The move has been met with strong opposition from some of Iran’s regional neighbors, who believe that the move will only lead to increased tensions.

**RU_0039_1739**

The move has been met with mixed reactions from other countries, with some officials expressing hope that a renewed dialogue could lead to a peaceful resolution, while others have expressed concern over the US stance.

**RU_0040_1740**

The move has been met with strong opposition from some of Iran’s regional neighbors, who believe that the move will only lead to increased tensions.

**RU_0041_1741**

The move has been met with mixed reactions from other countries, with some officials expressing hope that a renewed dialogue could lead to a peaceful resolution, while others have expressed concern over the US stance.
Entertainment of the Year

Here's a look at the trends of how Indians had out-of-the-home experiences in 2019.

A new blood affair, 2019, is a look at the growing momentum of Indian with BookMyShow introducing millions of its users to the thrilling pre-experiences.

The online booking app had over 1,000 films across languages on its platform in 2019. The major releases in 2019 were the number one films in India as Angrezi Medium broke all records to go over 6.8 million tickets to become the highest-selling Bollywood film in its platform. This was followed by 1,000 tickets sold for the film.

**FILM TRENDS**

While the average for Hindi films grew by 12 per cent from the last year, most films had an average of 6-2 tickets per transaction. The top regional language films were in Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada and Oriya, whereas the demand for English and Hindi films remained stagnant. Overall, Hindi films were the most popular, followed by Marathi, Tamil and Telugu. English films saw a tremendous growth in the total audience.

**SALE OF TICKETS**

The year saw an 8 per cent rise in the number of people in an average of 3 million tickets sold with this rise. The tickets were purchased for the most popular films released in 2019, which was followed by BOOKMyShow’s Stree.

**Mehran**

**Super in love: Meghan**

Singer MEHGAN TRAINOR says she’s been in love with her husband, rapper Daryll Sabara. She got married to Sabara on December 2 last year. “It’s so good. It’s very romantic right now, and I’m in love,” Meghan about her married life.

She recently spent a lot of time in the UK, where she joined the judging panel of Britain’s next top model. She also said that she wants to have a child when her mother and brother have a child. She is a big fan of Pakistan and New Zealand. Her mother is a fan of Manchester United and is keen to make a trip there because it’s too hard on her body and she’s had to go back for a visit. She also said that her father is a Muslim and she does not take care of me and it’s great.”

**Lauv is warm and humble: Akasa**

Singer Akasa Singh says, American singer-songwriter Lauv is warm and humble beyond being talented in Akasa, popular for singing foot-tapping numbers like “Aithey Aa” and “Ranveer Singh” and lead the charts by Mumbai and Bengaluru. Hyderabad, A new year in 2019 saw a tremendous growth in the number of people using the app to watch films as compared to 2018.

**TOP 10 SOLD FILMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Film Name</th>
<th>Box Office Collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Stree</td>
<td>₹203.9 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Laxma</td>
<td>₹190.4 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Baaghi 3</td>
<td>₹171.6 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Kabir Singh</td>
<td>₹152.6 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>₹147.8 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Chhichhore</td>
<td>₹135.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Gully Boy</td>
<td>₹122.4 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dilbar</td>
<td>₹111.6 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Kalank</td>
<td>₹108.7 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Simmba</td>
<td>₹105.3 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RANCHI | 13th December 2019 | visvim**

With people becoming more cognizant of the fact that the garments’ industry is the second-highest environmental pollutant, 2020 will take us back to the pre-Industrial Revolution production and consumption patterns. Let us take inspiration from our 2,000-year-old textiles tradition and legacy. What we urgently need to do is go back to how our forefathers operated.

**Let us take inspiration from our 2,000-year-old textiles tradition and legacy. What we urgently need to do is go back to how our forefathers operated.**

**Happy Year 2020!**
When she stood at a plinth or proudly on display in front of a sail or a gray, painting of her life or a moment in her life, her eyes spoke volumes about the personal journey and the expressiveness of her artistic heritage. In this way, she became part of a larger narrative that transcended her own life story and connected with a global audience.
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Red’s ‘brilliant’ 2019 just a building block for Klopp

West Ham turn to Moyes for second time

Struggling West Ham said they had appointed David Moyes to manage for the second time in a bid to safeguard their place in the Premier League.

Moyes, whose career has never recovered from a deeply unsuccessful spell as Manchester United boss in 2013-14, succeeds Slaven Bilic, who was sacked after guiding West Ham to a 12th-place finish in the Premier League.

The 56-year-old, who was most recently in charge of Besiktas in Turkey, will not return to the dug-out until November after a three-month break to undergo heart surgery.

Moyes was West Ham manager for one season from November 2017-18, when he took over after David Sullivan and David Gold had sacked Bilic.

In his first spell at West Ham he guided the club to Premier League survival in 2017-18, to avoid a return to the Championship, and took them to the FA Cup semi-finals before losing to Southampton.

“I am thrilled to be back,” Moyes said in a West Ham statement.

“I am thrilled to be back. I was here before. I have more importantly been looking at what I can do and what I can offer West Ham.

“I was delighted that David Sullivan and David Gold offered me the opportunity to return and I am looking forward to working with them.

“David Sullivan and David Gold have been the only thing holding me back in the last ten minutes.”

David Moyes was appointed West Ham manager for the second time on Monday.
Test specialist Ajinkya Rahane and young prodigy Prithvi Shaw will turn up for Mumbai in their Ranji Trophy game against heavyweights Karnataka. The two were named in the 15-member squad announced by the association on its website on Monday.

The game will be played at the Bandra Kurla Complex from January 3. Both Shaw and Rahane played the previous games against Baroda and Railways. Shaw had hit a blazing double hundred against Baroda in the lung-opener but faltered in both the essays against Railways at Wankhede Stadium. Rahane also had a horrendous time with the bat against Railways. Mumbai had won the game against Baroda while losing to Railways by 10 wickets.

Rahane, who has played 63 Tests, will be playing consecutive Ranji games after a long time. Shreyas Iyer and Shivam Dube, who were criticized heavily for not playing the last Ranji games, have been not named in the squad as they are away on India duty. Pacer Shardul Thakur, who is also away on India duty, has not named in the squad either.

Meanwhile, young batsman Sarfaraz Khan has been included in the squad. This could possibly be the last game Shaw plays for the time-being as he then heads to New Zealand with the India A squad.

Mumbai squad: Suryakumar Yadav (Captain) Aditya Tare (Vice-Captain) Ajinkya Rahane, Prithvi Shaw, Sarfaraz Khan, Shubham Ranjane, Akash Parkar, Siddhesh Lad, Shams Mulani, Vinayak Bhoir, Shashank Attarde, Royston Dias, Tushar Deshpande, Deepak Shetty and Eknath Kerkar.

Former Australian captain Ricky Ponting on Monday picked India skipper Virat Kohli to lead his all-star Test team of the decade, which featured four English players.

Ponting's Test team of the 2010s doesn't feature any other Indian apart from Kohli, who is currently ranked No.1 in both ICC Test and ODI rankings for batsmen.

The Englishmen in his team include all-rounder Ben Stokes, batsman Alastair Cook, and the pace duo of Stuart Broad and James Anderson. Among the Australians he has opted for Steve Smith and David Warner along with spinner Nathan Lyon.

"Everyone's picking teams of the decade so I thought I'd join in the fun," Ponting wrote on his twitter handle.

"This would be my Test team of the 2010's: David Warner, Alastair Cook, Kane Williamson, Steve Smith, Virat Kohli (c), Kumar Sangakkara (wk), Ben Stokes, Dale Steyn, Nathan Lyon, Stuart Broad, James Anderson."

Kohli was also named captain of the Test XI of the decade by Cricket Australia's official news website.

Indian captain Virat Kohli will end the year at the top of the ICC Test ranking chart for batsmen but five-day specialist Cheteshwar Pujara slipped a place to fifth.

With 928 points, Kohli is way ahead of second-placed Australian maestro Steve Smith (911) and New Zealand's inspirational skipper Kane Williamson (822), while Australia's Marnus Labuschagne, who has amassed 1,085 runs in 11 Tests this year, improved a place to grab the fourth spot.

Pujara was placed fifth with 791 points, while Ajinkya Rahane was joint seventh with 759 points.

With his enterprising 55 against England in the first Test, Quinton de Kock not only set up his team's win, but also shot into the top of the batting rankings. In bowling, India's lead pacer Jasprit Bumrah, returning from an injury layoff, remained static at sixth position with 754 points, while spinner Ravichandran Ashwin (722 points) and opener Mohammed Shami (711) were sixth and seventh respectively in the order.

In bowling, Australia's Pat Cummins was at the top of the standings with 902 points ahead of Neil Wagner (859) and South African paceman Kagiso Rabada (832).